In this paper, the concept of gradient order is introduced and a novel gradient order curve descriptor (GOCD) for curve matching is proposed. The GOCD is constructed in the following main steps: firstly, curve support region independent of the dominant orientation is determined and then divided into several sub-regions based on gradient magnitude order; then gradient order feature (GOF) of each feature point is generated by encoding the local gradient information of the sample points; the descriptor is finally achieved by turning to the description matrix of GOF. Since both the local and the global gradient information are captured by GOCD, it is more distinctive and robust compared with the existing curve matching methods. Experiments under various changes, such as illumination, viewpoint, image rotation, JPEG compression and noise, show the great performance of GOCD. Furthermore, the application of image mosaic proves GOCD can be used successfully in actual field.
Introduction
In computer vision, image descriptors can describe the elementary characteristics such as the shape, the color or the texture in images, which not only have a good knowledge of the objects and events found in an image but also can allow the quick and efficient searches of the visual content. A great passion for research on image descriptor was motivated since the most influential SIFT (Scale-invariant feature transform) descriptor proposed by David Lowe [1] , and a variety of visual tasks, such as 3D recognition [2] , [3] , structure from motion [4] , [5] , object recognition [1] , classification [6] and panoramic stitching [7] , have achieved good results by using the image descriptors.
As an important texture feature in images, curve is typically made up by a series of connected pixels arising from image texture or object boundary and is widely used for object recognition. At present, curve matching methods can be mainly categorized into two classes: the contour-based method and the texture-based method. The former uses the contour information of shapes to achieve local image description. Mokhtarian and Mackworth [8] described the planar curves at varying levels of detail and matched two curves based on the points of inflection. Wang and Teoh [9] presented a new affine-invariant matching algorithm based on B-Spline modeling, which relies on the whole, continuous B-Spline curve rather than the discrete resampled points. Fu et al. [10] presented a new approach for affine distorted planar curve matching based on the combination of a novel affine-invariant curve descriptor and a curve segmentation scheme utilizing curvature zero crossing points. In a whole, the contour-based curve matching method mainly applies to the recognition of simple binary objects. Recently, texture-based method has been developed and becomes popular. Its basic idea is constructing the feature description vector based on the texture information in the neighborhood of the extracted feature. Mikolajczyk et al. [11] introduced an edge-based feature descriptor, which first estimates the neighborhood in a scale invariant method and then computes the descriptor by the foreground feature. This method can only recognize poorly textured objects, such as bikes, chair and so on. Meltzer and Soatto [12] introduced a bipartite edge descriptor for wide-baseline correspondence, which relies on the statistics of gradient histogram to make invariant to viewpoint. Pang and Neumann [13] presented the Gixel array descriptor (GAD) for multi-modal image matching. It uses an additive scoring method to sample surrounding edge information. By taking advantages of edge ordering and sidedness, the descriptor is robust to occlusion and clutter.
Motivated by the idea of SIFT [1] , Wang et al. [14] proposed a mean-standard deviation line descriptor (MLSD) and extended it to curve matching named mean-standard deviation curve descriptor (MSCD). The MSCD divides the support region of the pixel lying on the curve into nonoverlapped sub-regions, and then computes the line gradient description matrix to characterize each sub-region. This method successfully solves the uniform description of curves with different lengths. However, sub-region partition based on fixed-shape in MSCD introduces boundary error, which is produced by the location change of the pixels near the boundary of the sub-regions after image transformations, and further affects the matching performance. To overcome the boundary error, Wang et al. [15] proposed the intensity order pattern for feature description. On this basis, Liu et al. [16] proposed an intensity order curve descriptor (IOCD), which partitions the sub-region based on the intensity order of the pixels in the neighborhood. More work for curve matching based on intensity order is given in [17] , [18] . Though the sub-region division based on intensity order avoids the boundary error caused by fixedshape division, it is unstable when the local neighborhood of the curve is uniform or in shadow, and thus results in poor matching performance.
The gradient of the image is one of the fundamental elements in image processing, which reflects the directional changes in the intensity. Compared to the different intensity values of the image, which are same in importance for each pixel, different gradient values indicate the difference in the importance of the corresponding pixels. In addition, the gradient is less susceptible to lighting and camera changes. In this paper, we propose a novel gradient order curve descriptor (GOCD) for curve description. Firstly, curve support region (CSR) is determined and the sub-regions are divided based on the Gaussian gradient magnitude order of the pixels in CSR. Then, a new gradient order feature (GOF) is computed to characterize the local pattern of the samples in sub-region. The GOCD is thus constructed based on the GOF vectors. Compared to the existing work, the contributions of this paper are twofold: 1) A new sub-region division based on Gaussian gradient magnitude order is introduced. The result shows its superiority relative to the intensity order-based division (see Fig. 2 in Sect. 2.1). 2) A sample description based on gradient order pattern is also presented. Extensive experiments prove the superiority of the gradient order curve descriptor (GOCD) relative to the IOCD.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed gradient order curve descriptor in detail. In Sect. 3, the performance comparisons with state of the art and evaluation of the proposed descriptor are performed on real images. Section 4 gives an application of the GOCD to image mosaic. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Gradient Order Curve Descriptor

Sub-Region Division Based on Gaussian Gradient
Magnitude Order
Determining the support region around one feature, here one curve C, is the first step for texture descriptor construction. A simple way is adopted to determine the curve support region (CSR) without assigning a domain orientation, as shown in Fig. 1 . For a pixel P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) on curve C, define the circle region centered at P i with radius R as the pixel support region (PSR), denoted as PSR(P i ). The CSR of curve C is thus determined as CSR(C) = PSR(P 1 ) PSR(P 2 ) . . . PSR(P i ) . . . PSR(P n ). It is worth pointing out that pixels in a flat region contain little texture information and can easily cause the instability of sub-region division. In intensity order-based di- Fig. 1 Curve support region determination. vision method, it is difficult to determine which pixels are important. However, with the help of the gradient magnitude, determination of the importance in the texture of pixels becomes easier. In other words, pixels with large gradient magnitude maybe possible edge pixels providing more texture information and pixels with small gradient magnitude gives little texture information. In this paper, the isotropic Gaussian template is used to compute the gradient magnitudes of the image. Moreover, to improve the robustness of the proposed descriptor, the first 1/t of the pixels in the non-descending Gaussian gradient magnitude order are excluded from the CSR. That is to say, the final curve support region (CSR f ) of the proposed descriptor is defined as CSR f = CSR−A, where A denotes the first 1/t of the pixels in the non-descending Gaussian gradient magnitude order, and this can be explained by that small gradient magnitude usually means information-lacking and unstable.
Sub-region division is performed subsequently based on CSR f . To describe the curve in detail, it is necessary to partition CSR f into several sub-regions. The intensity order-based division method used in IOCD [16] offers help in eliminating the boundary errors caused by image deformation, but it shows instability to illumination change. Since it is well known that the gradient is more robust to lighting, gradient magnitude order is introduced here for sub-region division: First, all pixels in CSR f are sorted in accordance with their Gaussian gradient magnitudes in a non-descending order. Then, equally quantize CSR f into M sub-regions G 1 (C), G 2 (C), . . . , G M (C) according to the gradient magnitude order. Figure 2 (a) gives a pair of corresponding curves in two images. It is noted that the CSRs of the curves are different due to the lighting. Figure 2 (b) and (c) show the sub-regions division results based on intensity order and Gaussian gradient magnitude order of pixels in CSR respectively. The second and last sub-regions of curve-L are obviously different from those of the curve-R in Fig. 2 (b) . Comparatively, the sub-region division based on Gaussian gradient magnitude order in Fig. 2 (c) is much more stable. However, in the first sub-region of curve-L signed by blue color in Fig. 2 (c) , parts of the Gaussian gradient magnitudes close to zero are changed owing to noise, which results that the first sub-region is different from that of the curve-R. By contrast, Fig. 2 (d) illustrates the Gaussian gradient magnitude order sub-region division on the basis of CSR f , where the divided sub-regions are very similar between curve-L and curve-R.
It should be pointed out that the sub-region division based on Gaussian gradient magnitude order in this paper can not only overcome boundary errors caused by fixedshape division but also contain much spatial information, and the permutation of gradient magnitudes in the region remains constant under linear illumination change. Furthermore, the determination of CSR f in our work is simpler than MSCD since it is independent of the orientation information. 
Gradient Order Feature
Intensity, gradient and color information are usually used as features for descriptor construction. However, they usually have low dimensions and contain little information about local structure. Gradient value indicates the difference in the importance of the corresponding pixel. In addition, the gradient value is less susceptible to lighting and camera changes. So we propose a new feature called gradient order feature (GOF), which effectively exploits the local information by usingthe gradient order of all the sampled neighboring points. What is more, it makes use of a rotation invariant sampling to avoid the estimation of the local main direction of the support region. Thus, higher discriminative power is expected.
After the sub-region division, each point in CSR f is marked as the number of sub-region it belongs to, and the pixels in A are marked as zero. As shown in Fig. 3 , for one sample point x in PSR(P i ), its four neighboring sample points x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 are determined on the circle centered at x with radius r. The first sample point x 1 is the further intersection point of the circle and the line − − → P i x and the rest are equally sampled in an anticlockwise direction. If x meets the following conditions, it will be selected as a feature point, or it will be discarded as a non-feature point: 1 x is marked as non-zero in the sub-region division step; 2 x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 2 are located in PSR(P i ). Figure 3 also illustrates the rotation invariance of the sampling pattern, where 
is the one-dimensional gradient of the k-th neighboring sample point x k and I(x k ) denotes the intensity of x k . Certainly, there are totally 24 permutations of the four one-dimensional gradient values. Then sort
into a non-descending order and we can determine an order index(x) (index(x) = 1, 2, . . . , 24) according to a lookup table, Gradient Order Mapping Table (GOMT), as shown in Fig. 4 . The gradient order feature (GOF) of point x is thus defined as a 24-dimension vector: GOF(x) = (0, 0, . . . , 1 index(x) , 0, 0), where only the index(x)-th component is expressed by 1 and others are expressed by 0. GOF effectively exploits the local information by using the gradient order of all the sampled neighbor-ing points. Furthermore, it makes use of a rotation invariant sampling to avoid the estimation of the local main direction. Thus, higher discriminative power is anticipated. Figure 4 gives an example for computing GOF. First, determine four sample points x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 around feature point x and construct a vector p(x) anticlockwise: p(x) = (−5, 35, 20, 40). Then sort p(x) in a non-descending order {1, 3, 2, 4} and finally determine the corresponding GOF(x) by looking up the GOMT: GOF(x) = (0, 0, 1, . . . , 0, 0).
Compared with the intensity order, the GOF effectively exploits the local information by using the one-dimensional gradient order of all the sampled neighboring points. What is more, it not only makes use of a rotation invariant sampling to avoid the estimation of the local main direction but also captures texture and gradient information. Thus, higher discriminative power is expected.
Descriptor Construction Based on Gradient Order
Since the order of similar gradient values is less reliable than that of dissimilar ones due to Gaussian noise, the GOF of the point which has more dissimilar neighboring points is more stable and should be given a larger weight. Hence, a weighting function is defined here:
Where T gd is a weighting threshold. For PSR(P i )(i = 1, 2, . . . , n), the one-dimensional gradient order vector GO i j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , M) can be attained by accumulating weighted GOF of sample points in sub-region G j (C):
Then, the one-dimensional gradient value order vector GO i of PSR(P i ) is formed as follow:
By concatenating GO 1 , GO 2 , · · · , GO n together, a description matrix DM(C) can be expressed as:
The dimension of DM(C) varies with the length n of the curve.
To describe curves uniformly, we first accumulatethe row vectors of the matrix DM(C) and get the description vector: 
GOCV(C) = sum(DM(C))
=
where
GO i j . Obviously, the description vector is irrelevant to the length of the curve by using the summing operation, and the dimension of the description vector is determined just by the number of the sub-region. Then, normalize GOCV(C) to one unit and the final descriptor called Gradient Order Curve Descriptor (GOCD) is attained as:
Here, the normalization can be equivalent to computing the average value (the GOCV(C) is the sum of n values). It is known that the average value of a group of data is stable, and different observed samples (for example the two matching curves) from the same data will share the similar statistics. Consequently, the GOCD will be stable and robust to partial detection or local image warping. Specifically, for a pair of curves C and C with length of n 1 = 727 and n 2 = 679 respectively, they correspond to a same edge, such as Fig. 5 shows. The descriptors of the two curves are displayed in the bar graph form. Obviously, the descriptors share very similar shapes and they can be matched successfully though the two curves have different lengths and a small scale change also happens.
Compare GOCD, Edges and IOCD
This section gives the theoretical comparison between GOCD and the widely employed curve descriptors: Edges [12] and IOCD [16] .
GOCD & Edges Edge descriptors (Edges) match edges in different images of the same scene undergoing wide-baseline change. This method first selects discrete anchors at extreme values in the Laplacian of Gaussian along the two sides of the edge, and then computes the weighted gradient orientation histograms of all the anchors located on either side and stores them in order. The edge descriptors are thus comprised of a list of gradient orientation histograms. For descriptor matching, a special case of dynamic programming approach using the ordering constraint is employed.
Compared to Edges, the proposed GOCD has obvious difference in the following aspects:
1. Only the gradient magnitude is considered in GOCD, while in Edges the gradient orientation information is vital. By using the gradient magnitude, we divide the support region of the curve into several sub-regions according to the order of the gradient magnitude, and an exclusive descriptor is generated by concatenating the information of sub-regions; further, since this subregion division is invariant to rotation, the orientation information is unnecessary in our method. In contrast, the Edges is constructed by the gradient orientation histograms, and the support region of the curve in Edges is split into two parts by the curve itself and two descriptors are generated, one for either side, each of which contains its own anchors and orientation histograms independent of the other. 2. In GOCD, all the points on the curve are considered, and the statistic of the points is used to avoid the effect of the curve length. However, the Edges computes histograms at discrete collections of points along the curve, and the length of the descriptor is extensible, growing with the length of the associated curve. 3. Since the GOCD is unitary, Euclidean distance between the descriptors is computed directly to determine the matched curves. As for Edges, the histograms are first transformed into letters in a fixed alphabet, and then a dynamic programming method, Smith-Waterman algorithm, is used to find matching curves.
In general, the proposed GOCD and Edges provide two different ideas for curve matching. The former is more compact and universal for various image transformations, while the latter is produced for robust wide-baseline correspondence. The experimental comparison between GOCD and Edges given in the following Sect. 3.8 supports the above viewpoint.
GOCD &IOCD The proposed GOCD is inspired by IOCD, and the improvement of GOCD lies in the following two aspects:
1. The gradient magnitude substituting for intensity is employed for sub-region division. Pixels in smoothing regions are usually information-lacking and the intensity orders are often unstable, which reduces the distinctiveness of the intensity order descriptor. Comparatively, the value of the gradient magnitude indicates the importance of one pixel, and pixels with low gradient magnitudes can be picked out and further discarded to improve the robustness and distinctiveness of the proposed GOCD. Figure 2 demonstrates the advantage of GOCD relative to IOCD on sub-region division. 2. One-dimensional gradient instead of intensity is used to produce the gradient order feature (GOF), as Fig. 4 shows. Relative to intensity order feature (IOF) [19] , the GOF reflecting the relative changes of local region is more stable underimage transformations, especially under illumination and viewpoint changes.
As a whole, theproposed GOCD is an extension of IOCD. However, the gradient magnitude substituted for intensity improves the matching performance of the descriptor, as the following Sect. 3 shows.
Pseudo-Code of the Algorithm
In order to show the implementation of the algorithm more clearly, the pseudo code of the proposed GOCD is described as Fig. 6 .
Experiments
The proposed GOCD will be compared with MSCD and IOCD and evaluated by experiments in this section. It is noted that the size of all images are 640 × 480 in the experiments and the extraction process of the curve refers literature [14] : First, extract curves from images using Canny edge detector, then split at the junctions of each curve, and finally remove curves whose length is less than 20 pixels. In curve extracting process, the highest and lowest threshold of Canny is set to 0.2 and 0.1 respectively, and filter parameter equals to 1.2. Euclid distance is used to measure the similarity of descriptors, and NNDR (nearest/next ratio) matching criterion is adopted to declare a match if the distance ratio between the first and second nearest neighbors is below a threshold of 0.8. To achieve descriptor with high performance, the image is firstly smoothed by a Gaussian filter with δ = 1.0.
In addition, to evaluate the descriptor performance, two criterions are introduced in this paper: one is total matches (TM) and the other is correct ratio (CR), where CR=correct matches/total matches. The former shows the matching ability of the descriptor, and the latter indicates the matching accuracy. The combination of TM and CR gives a quantitative measure about the discriminative ability of the descriptors.
Firstly, parameter selection is discussed and the experiments have been carried out on different images under different transformations, such as illumination change, viewpoint change, rotation, JPEG compression and Gaussian noise.
Parameter Selection
Seven parameters should be assigned when it comes to GOCD construction: (i) the Gaussian smoothing sigma δ; (ii) the radius R of CSR f ; (iii) the sub-region number M; (iv) sampling radius r; (v) the sampling point N; (vi) the removing ratio 1/t of the gradient magnitude; (vii) the weighting threshold T gd . Parameters δ = 1.0, and N = 4 are used since they have been reported with good results in [16] .
The first, third and seventh images with illumination change shown in Fig. 7 and the first three images with viewpoint change in Fig. 8 are used for selecting optimal parameter combination. Firstly, we focus on discussing the selection of the parameters R and r (R = 20, 22, 24 and r = 4, 6, 8). Table 1 shows the matching results on these images Table 1 Matching results with different combinations of R and r (the first number represents total matches and the number in bracket denotes incorrect ones).
Table 2
Matching results with different t (the first number represents total matches and the number in bracket denotes incorrect ones). Table 3 Matching results with different T gd (the first number represents total matches and the number in bracket denotes incorrect ones).
under different combinations of R and r. It can be seen that the TM increases with the increase of support radius R. As for CR, 4 can be taken as a proper value for r. It should be noted that here the sub-region division is based on the original CSR, not the final CSR f .
Small gradient value of one pixel indicates its similarity with the surrounding pixels, and this similarity would lead to the instability of sub-region division. However, it is difficult to assign a fixed value to limit the 'small'. So in this paper, we consider the first 1/t of the pixels in the non-descending Gaussian gradient magnitude order are unstable and should be excluded. Table 2 gives the matching results of the proposed GOCD with different t values. The best result is obtained when t is 10, and the corresponding TM and CR are better than those given in Table 1 , verifying the superiority of the proposed sub-region division based on CSR f .
The effect of the weighting threshold T gd on matching performance is listed in Table 3 . It can be seen that when T gd = 5, the number of total matches is obvious greater than other T gd values, and the correct ratiois also maximum.
We also compare the results under M = 4, 6 and 8, which are not given because of the limited space, and found M = 4 is a proper value. Comprehensively, all of the following experiments will be tested under R = 22, r = 4, δ = 1.0, M = 4, N = 4, t = 10 and T gd = 5, and the dimension of the resulted descriptor is thus 96.
Illumination Experiment
Nine image pairs with different illumination changes are shown in Fig. 7 , where the first two image pairs are nonlinear change and the others belong to linear changes. Table 4 lists the matching results of MSCD, IOCD and GOCD on these images. Both in terms of TM and CR, the GOCD performs obviously greater than MSCD and IOCD. Relative to MSCD, the ordering based sub-region division adopted by IOCD and GOCD increases the robustness of the algorithms and thus improve the matching accuracy. Although the proposed GOCD is not invariant to non-linear illumination change (the first two image pairs), the CR is still better than IOCD; and on the all image pairs, the GOCD achieves greater TM and CR compared to IOCD. This could owe to the elimination of the unstable points on sub-region division, improving the discriminative ability of the proposed GOCD.
Viewpoint Experiment
Six Image pairs in viewpoint change are captured by varying the camera position, and small scale changes exist simultaneously with the viewpoint changes for the first three image pairs. The view angles between the image pairs are approximately from 5 to 15. Table 5 gives the comparison results of different methods. It can be concluded that the performance of GOCD is superior to IOCD and MSCD in both CR and TM, which means that GOCD has a significant improvement both in matching accuracy and distinctiveness over IOCD and MSCD. Under different viewpoints, image deformation distorts the region shape and thus changes the positions of the pixels, the fixed-shape division methods, such as MSCD, can divide the same pixel falsely into the adjacent sub-region after image transformation. Fortunately, image deformation can hardly change the permutation of gradient order or intensity order in a region, which improves the robustness of the IOCD and GOCD for viewpoint change. The improvement of GOCD relative to IOCD may be mainly due to the substitution of gradient information for intensity on sub-region division and descriptor construction. Table 6 Matching results under rotation. 
Rotation Experiment
Rotation image set is shown in Fig. 9 , and the included six image pairs are obtained by rotating the camera around its optical axis for 20
• , 10
• , 45
• and 30
• respectively. Table 6 gives the results of the three descriptors. The GOCD achieves lower total matches than MSCD and IOCD. However, GOCD performs best in matching accuracy, and especially has a significant improvement than MSCD. For MSCD, a local main orientation is assigned to achieve invariance to rotation, and the orientation estimating error is inevitable. Yet the local main orientation is undesired in IOCD and GOCD, which are inherently rotation invariant.
JPEG Compression Experiment
Images in Fig. 10 are used to test the performance of the descriptors for JPEG compression, where (a) is the original image and (b) gives compressed images with different compression ratio (97%, 94%, 88%, 80% and 66% respectively). Five image pairs are created by taking the original image as the first image and the compressed image under five different compression ratios as the second one. The comparison results are shown in Table 7 . For the first four image pairs, GOCD performs better than MSCD in terms of TM and CR. For the last image pair, GOCD performs slightly worse than IOCD in TM, while GOCD shares the equivalent performance with IOCD in terms of CR. Table 7 Matching results of compressed image set.
Fig. 11
Images used for wide-baseline testing. Table 8 Matching results of wide-baseline testing.
Fig. 12
Wide-baseline image set.
Table 9
Matching results under wide-baseline changes. Table 8 . For the first and the last image pairs, GOCD performs better than MSCD and IOCD both in terms of TM and CR. As for the middle three image pairs, GOCD performs slightly worse than IOCD in TM but takes the best performance in terms of CR. In order to evaluate the performance of GOCD under wide-baseline change further, other three image pairs are shown in Fig. 12 and the corresponding results are given in Table 9 . It can be see that GOCD has a little less TM compared with MSCD and IOCD while performs best in terms of CR. Overall, the three methods obtain relative poor results under wide-baseline change compared to small viewpoint change, and the GOCD shows a higher accuracy than MSCD and IOCD for wide-baseline images.
Noise Experiment
To evaluate the performance of GOCD in noise experiment, five images are chosen. The Gaussian noise with 0.5 mean and standard deviation of 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 respectively are added to each image. Therefore, noise image set includes 25 image pairs and the five original images are shown in Fig. 13 . The overall statistics of matching results under different standard deviations are shown in Fig. 14 . It can be seen that both TM and CR decline with the increase of the standard deviation; however, GOCD performs still good in terms of CR while it declines rapidly in terms of TM. This experiment proves that GOCD is robust to noise.
Comparative Experiment between Edges and GOCD
To further demonstrate the superiority of our algorithm, we compare the matching performance of GOCD and Edges [12] . Figure 15 provides the comparative experiment image set: (a) illumination change, the first image pair suffers nonlinear change and the second one suffers linear change; (b) viewpoint change, the first image pair suffers little viewpoint change and the second one suffers a widebaseline change; and (c) rotation change. Table 10 gives the matching results of the two methods.
Under illumination change, the results acquired by GOCD are more satisfactory, and this superiority is magnified when nonlinear illumination change happens (155(2) vs. 255(0)). In this case, for Edges, the gradient orientation histograms would change obviously for two anchors corresponding to a same point, and potential matches are lost. In addition, weighting the orientations by edge strength also makes the Edges sensitive to illumination change. While in this paper the point with more dissimilar neighboring points is given larger weight, which is not easily influenced by illumination change.
As for viewpoint change, the two methods obtain similar results when little viewpoint change happens, and the Edges shows better performance under wide-baseline change. In Edges, to obtain the robustness for wide-baseline correspondence, several measures, such as gradient histograms insensitive to viewpoint-induced warping, Laplacian operator insensitive to a wide range of view transformations and edge ordering, are taken into account for this aim. Nevertheless, the proposed GOCD provides a universal algorithm for general deformations. When large viewpoint happens, the contents included in the support regions of two curves corresponding to the same edge will have distinct difference, which results in the failure of the employed gradient ordering and normalization in the construction of the descriptor.
When rotation happens, the matching performance of GOCD in terms of TM and CR are better than Edges. This is easy to understand. The GOCD is invariant to rotation, while the Edges is sensitive to orientation due to the computation of gradient orientation.
More Results Illustration
To illustrate the matching results more clearly, Fig. 16 provides four groups of image under illumination change, viewpoint change, rotation image and JPEG compression, and shows the matching results in details. The first column provides experiment images and the second column presents the matched curves using GOCD. The results obtained by MSCD and IOCD are also provided.
Application to Image Mosaic
This section applies GOCD to image mosaic, which is based on the techniques of image registration and image fusion. The main task is to achieve a large, seamless and highresolution image by stitching two or more images that are partially overlapped. It is known that SIFT, the most famous point descriptor, performs effectively in image mosaic. Hence, comparisons are given between the mosaic results of SIFT and GOCD. Our study stitches two images on the basis of the GOCD curve matching result. The mosaic process of GOCD is as follow: Firstly, match the curves in two images through GOCD and use Harris detector [20] to extract the correspondence feature points on the matched curves; then obtain the transformational matrix by RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus); finally, achieve the image mosaics based on the transformational matrix. Figure 17 gives the mosaic results of SIFT and GOCD respectively. The mosaic results show both SIFT and GOCD have good mosaic preci- sion and nice fusion, which further verifies that the proposed GOCD has good matching performance.
Conclusions
This paper develops a novel descriptor GOCD for curve matching, which is constructed based on global gradient magnitude order for sub-region division and local gradient order feature. Gradient magnitude order division can not only overcome the boundary errors caused by fixed-shape division in MSCD, but also make GOCD perform better when the local neighborhood of the curve is uniform or in shadow than intensity order division. The local gradient order feature achieves rotation invariant instead of the estimation of the local main direction, and both texture and gradient information are captured which makes GOCD get higher discriminative power than IOCD. Experiments show that GOCD performs great and robust to various transformations, especially for illumination and small viewpoint changes, and it can be applied successfully to the field of image mosaic.
However, since the radius of the pixel support region and the stride for computing the gradient magnitude around a feature point are fixed, it is not invariant to scale change theoretically. In fact, it is demonstrated in experiments that the proposed descriptor can perform robust under small scale change but its performance declines significantly under large scale changes or large viewpoint changes. In our next work, we will devote to solve the shortcomings in our method for large image warping.
